
Scott Lewis is an obviously intelligent person. His life’s work is journalism. So, imagine 
my surprise when I read the first sentence in Lewis’s piece titled “Politics Report: Height 
Limit Heats Up.”  

Lewis repeated something completely false he saw on Twitter, that an opponent of 
Measure C compared its “plight” to the Holocaust. Any intelligent reader of the original 
post I made would see it had nothing to do with the Holocaust.  

It was a reply to a specific person in Point Loma who said, I’ve got mine, you can have 
Midway. The value of unity is a clear message from the Confession poem. I used it, as 
many people have ever since it was written, to point out the danger of selfishness.   

To promote the intentional and sensational misdirection on Twitter is unprofessional at 
the very least. Then, Lewis wrote this: 

“The poem is a well-known and often-cited warning of how totalitarian massacres can 
begin – if you stay silent when a genocidal purge begins, even if it doesn’t affect you 
personally, eventually the murderous fascists will come for you.” 

The poem came out of the Holocaust experience, no argument there. But, that 
description of the poem is a narrow interpretation that does not do the poem justice. The 
poem Is much more than just that, it warns against the danger of thinking isolationism 
will keep you safe.    

Lewis also stated that the “Capri by the Sea is nowhere near the area affected by 
Measure C.” That is true. It sits on the highest bluff in Pacific Beach and was the 
building that sparked the 30-foot height limit.  

Lewis continued, “the height limit would remain in effect there regardless of the outcome 
of the initiative.” This is also true. But, for how long? If Measure C passes, it would be a 
serious crack in the protective shell that is the 30-foot height limit.  

Where do you think developers have their sights focused on? Not the next piece by 
Midway, they want the coast where the most money is to be made, there is no denying 
that. 

What Lewis quoted from something I wrote in 2020 was part of a discussion that was 
occurring at that time. I was undecided myself whether this was a good idea and was 
seeking to hear what others thought. I have since decided it is too serious a threat to all 
of the 30-foot height limit area.  



The ballot measure is seriously flawed. It removes the height limit but sets no new one. 
Proponents say it will bring 2,000 affordable homes and 20 acres of parks but there is 
nothing in Measure C’s language stating that. All those things are just promises 
promulgated by politicians and the developers and news organizations they are 
partnered with.    

  


